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Key points 

• To address climate change, natural disasters and other problems faced by all of 
humankind, the international community needs a relationship of benign 
cooperation on innovation. 

• There is no contradiction between independent control of industry chains and 
open international cooperation. China can only serve its national economy, 
cooperate with developed countries, and help developing nations, if it has 
independent control of supply chains.  

• China and the United States need to redefine and build a relationship of mutual 
trust, establishing investment pathways and observation periods for 
companies like Huawei and Amazon. 

• International agreements can be the basis of cooperation. China and the 
United States could reach agreements under the WTO framework, or by 
referring to the EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment. 

• A trade war cannot solve the issue of imbalanced trade, and a tech war cannot 
solve the issue of technological competition. 

 
Synopsis 



 

 

In this session, the panelists focused on the new need for international cooperation in 
science and technology innovation, and how the rules of that cooperation should be 
established. 
 
The panelists agreed that against the backdrop of deeper international economic 
integration, accelerated iteration of new technologies, and the pandemic's impetus for 
change, demand for international cooperation has increased. Amid various challenges 
facing all of humankind, such as climate change, the ecology, clean energy, disaster 
mitigation and response, benign cooperation and relationships around innovation 
have become a common refrain among the international community. International 
competition in frontier technology has become increasingly intense, but a trade war 
cannot solve trade imbalances, and a tech war cannot solve issues around technology. 
Countries need to abandon their zero-sum approach, cooperate on competition, and 
develop in a mutually beneficial way. 
 
The need to establish new rules for cooperation on global technological innovation is 
now urgent. Vice Minister Huang Wei emphasized that China will continue to enhance 
opening-up and cooperation, and suggested setting up international public funds and 
participation in global innovation activities and theoretical research in areas such as 
climate change and energy resources. Addressing public concern about the 
relationship between China's independent development of its industry chains and 
international cooperation and opening-up, Huang said the two were not contradictory. 
China can only serve its national economy, cooperate better with developed countries, 
and help developing nations, if it has independent development of supply chains, he 
said.  
 
Addressing the heated debate on international cooperation in AI, Prof. Xue Lan 
suggested cooperation and international governance should be promoted. He 
recommended establishing an international cooperation platform to coordinate AI 
governance issues; learning from international governance experiences in areas such 
as climate change, nuclear energy governance, and space law; finding common values 
while respecting countries' social, economic, political and cultural differences; and the 
joint development of guidelines for the healthy development and application of AI. 
 
Sino-US cooperation is another focus of discussions on new international rules. The 
panelists suggested China and the US could use existing multilateral or bilateral 
agreements as a starting point, and establish pathways and inspection periods for 
investment in "sensitive" enterprises, rather than just shutting down these investment 
channels.  
 



 

 

Hufbauer suggested international agreements be used as the starting point. For 
example, he said China and the US should reach an agreement on e-commerce issues 
under the WTO framework as soon as possible, or take reference from the EU-China 
Comprehensive Agreement on Investment. If China can reach an agreement with the 
EU on fair treatment of foreign investment, subsidies for state-owned enterprises and 
service disclosures, a similar agreement can also be reached with the US.  
 
On the other hand, Friedman suggested, the US and China could rebuild mutual trust, 
establish investment pathways, and allow companies such as Huawei and Amazon to 
establish investments after an observation period. If companies can prove they comply 
with laws and regulations, they can continue to grow and develop. 
 
Global technological cooperation has always been an important way to address the 
common challenges facing humankind and grasp next the technological revolution. 
China should participate in the formulation of new rules on global cooperation in 
technological innovation, enhance its adaptability to and influence on international 
rules, and achieve integrated cooperation in competition and development. 
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